Software the solution

for customer management
Customer relationship management
systems are vital to the ongoing
success of growing solar companies.
Solar eCRM offers a range of
solutions from quoting to
lodgement that allows a company
to focus on profitable growth.

Solar eCRM is an
entirely online,
cloud-based solar
quote builder
and operations
manager.

Certificate (STC) status are all issues that can
chew up valuable time and cause serious damage
to a business. Managing solar industry-specific
leads, preparing superior quotations in large
volume, tracking orders to perfect execution,
focusing on profitability at all levels and meeting
internal and regulatory compliance from quoting
to lodgement – all this is possible with the Solar
eCRM product.
Ideally, solar companies will send a
professional-looking solar quote that contains all
of the answers that the customer could possibly
want. The difference between getting the job and
losing the client can rely on the quote sent out.
For example: a customer wants to know if a 4
kilowatt (kW) system will fit on their split roof. Is
it any good putting solar panels on the west side
of the roof, and how much power will be lost?
Does the customer need a 2 kW or 3 kW system
if panels are on the east side to meet is 10 kW
hours of daily needs? What are the savings over
25 years? What is the payback period?
Think about how long it would take to
prepare a quote answering all of these
questions and more. Add to that the time it
takes when the customer wants a few more
options, if something was forgotten on the
quote or something was quoted incorrectly.
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The Australian solar industry is
going from strength to strength, and getting
more and more competitive at the same
time. There is great potential for small and
large companies alike to capitalise on the
opportunities arising from this type of market,
but in any growing business, stretching
company resources too far and trying to
service more customers than the infrastructure
can handle often negatively impacts growth
and profits.
It’s important to have systems in place that
enable solar companies to focus on profitable
growth, and handle the increased workload that
comes with a growing business, before they
over-reach.
From discussions with industry colleagues
and our own experience, we’ve learnt that
most businesses in the industry have very
similar wants – happy customers, sales growth,
profit, adherence to compliance and smooth
operation, without a huge back office. Unless
companies are constantly paying attention,
many of these can fall to the wayside and
problems can begin to occur.
Losing track of expensive leads, becoming
buried in order processing paperwork and being
unaware of inventory or Small-scale Technology
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It’s important to have systems in place that enable solar
companies to focus on profitable growth.
These sorts of scenarios are all far too real in
the solar industry. The makers of Solar eCRM
know this – it is based on our experiences in the
industry. We discovered very quickly that we
needed a proven system that could handle all
of these scenarios so that we could spend more
time helping our customers.

product offering good logistics and scheduling
of installers to efficiently complete as many
installs in a week as possible.
Through the linking of all aspects of the
job, Solar eCRM allows information to be
provided directly to the installers – including
roof pictures, which kit they are to pick up, and
any customer communication regarding the
job – ensuring the information they receive
is both accurate and up-to-date. Automated
documents such as electrical work requests,
connection forms and STC claims, as well as
feedback and sign-offs from both the installer
and customers, can be submitted online to
ensure a speedy finish to the job.
While being able to track margins at job level
or sales representative level is highly useful,
other benefits of the online system that help us
enormously include:
»» The monitoring of orders pending
installation by date
»» Ensuring checklists at multiple stages
»» Reviewing cancelled orders and back data
»» Detailed statistics on sales trends for
a suburb allowing for a promotional
campaign
»» Monitoring of high-performing sales
agency and dollars per kW margins
»» Listing and alerting you to installs
remaining unpaid
»» Orders waiting for energy company
approval.
Solar eCRM was designed and built by
the solar industry, for the solar industry,
and is intended to assist customers, achieve
greater profits and streamline operations
for an organisation. The set-up process of
the software is a simple online registration,
meaning that companies can start sending
well-designed quotes and managing jobs more
effectively in a short space of time.

For a limited time, sign up with Solar eCRM and receive a free trade directory listing. For further information about
how Solar eCRM can revolutionise business or to sign up, call 1300 911 758, email sales@solarEcrm.com or visit
www.solarEcrm.com
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Solar eCRM is an entirely online, cloudbased solar quote builder and operations
manager. With just a few trained staff, what
was once a time-consuming and costly
endeavour can now be done in a matter of
seconds with nothing more than an internet
connection. Born out of the need for easy,
accessible and customisable quoting software,
we have built Solar eCRM from the ground up
to meet the solar industry’s needs.
After we noticed a lack of easily modifiable,
off-the-shelf systems available in the market,
we decided to put one together ourselves.
Since its inception, we have used and improved
upon the Solar eCRM program using our own
business dealings as a means of testing which
features we would need and which areas
require particular attention. Through using
the program in our own business and steadily
evolving it to meet both our needs and those
of the industry at large, today it is a full-blown

